Greetings,

Our group found that:

There was a general consensus that the students had safety concerns about attending events on-campus or walking around campus on the weekends. This was shared by both students who stay on weekends, those who commute, and those who go home.

Transportation around the campus and surrounding area was said to be severely lacking on weekends. Students fear or are uncomfortable or are not inclined to walk and the buses and late night transportation are said to be unreliable. This is especially true around the Greek Row area. President Baker's plan to centralize Greek Row on campus might help with that issue, and the LED lights on campus have brightened the walk-ways. A few students suggested that a stronger greek system would provide more activities for students on weekends, but also noted that that is the least safe general area around the campus area.

Students want a beautified campus, including the building interiors. This is extremely important in the Liberal Arts buildings. Some students complain that the Founders Memorial Library coffee shop needs major cleaning and beautification, and that it is too noisy.
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Posters in the science buildings should be of current work being done by students and grad students.
Parking was an extremely contentious topic. Students dislike the lack of parking, and want a reasonable walk to each location. The zip cars and puppy electric buses might help with that issue. Many students in the past have asked for another parking deck as well. Commuter students don't have enough parking spots. Students also want more buses—especially in the winter.

Residence Hall students dislike the cost increases for food. They also desire for more events like Bark 'Til Dark throughout the semester. Casino nights, dances, concerts, weekend organization meetings, and movie nights were suggestions. Alcohol awareness programs are popular among transfer student suggestions, but they also want involvement on weekends that engages students, rather than events that talk at them.

I have let my group members know that this was sent.

Best regards,

Arielle Kalvelage